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1 Introduction
Annotated data is the fuel of modern machine learning, which comes more often than not in the
supervised version. This version requires mapping of input data and expected output in order to allow
the models to learn a mapping between the two by discovering patterns.
For SMOOTEXT this means privacy policies annotated with the relevant GDPR elements occurring in it.
At the same time, existing NLP techniques are very brittle, meaning that their performance drops when
it has to infer the label of a data-point that is very different than the data-points used to train the
model. That is the reason for the existence of T3.1, focused on annotating privacy policies of in-domain
privacy policies, meaning here pos-GDPR policies of micro-enterprises in the languages SMOOTH is
targeting.
Those privacy policies are however not so easy to come by, as they are rarely available on the internet
or as open data. In the current platform onto which micro-enterprises are invited, they are encouraged
to upload their policies in order to provide SMOOTH with the raw text which would then be used to
launch an annotation campaign.

The present deliverable is structured as follows: Section 2 enumerates related work and data-sets, and
its relationship to D3.3, together with an analysis of their potential short-comings. Based on this
analysis, we concluded domain shift of the privacy policies to be the most important factor. This is
because the privacy policies to be analyzed by SMOOTH differ in two important measures to one of
existing data-sets: firstly, they refer to micro and small enterprises, as opposed to large multinational
companies. In the second place they were written after the introduction of the GDPR in May 0218, so
that the language is expected to have changed and whole sections to be updated or newly created.
In consequence, in Section 3 we summarize our research in predicting the performance drop of a
classifier due to domain shift. When applied to the privacy policies, the estimated performance drop
is of 3-8 absolute points.
This allowed us to take the following informed decision: we mapped the annotations of existing datasets to the classes deemed relevant in D3.1, and used model trained on that re-mapped ontology as a
starting point for an annotation campaign. This campaign targets specifically pos-GDPR microenterprise privacy policies and is currently ongoing. In Section 4 we detail this ontology, the annotation
process as well as the timeline of the campaign.

2 Existing Data-Sets
There are many new opportunities that would become possible with the automatic analysis of privacy
policies. General trends could be considered, as well as quantifying different practices across time,
geographies and industries. New services could exist, such as aggregators which could take into
account requirements of users and help them find companies that fulfill those requirements. For the
owners of those companies, compliance with the new regulations would be much easier to obtain and,
of course, the work of Data Protection Agencies would be enormously simplified.
It is therefore no surprise that a number of researchers have tried to use techniques from Natural
Language Processing (NLP) to analyse those privacy policies and extract relevant elements.

Initially, and probably due to a lack of annotated data, those techniques have been unsupervised,
trying to provide insights into the completeness of the policies and comparing them between
themselves (Ramantha et al. 2014, Costante et al. 2012)
The opportunities for a (semi-)automatic processing took a significative leap with the release of an
annotated dataset.
The UsablePrivacy project1 is a US-centric initiative whose purpose is to develop “a practical framework
based on a website's existing natural language privacy policy that empowers users to more
meaningfully control their privacy”. One of its first efforts was OPP-115 (Wilson et al. 2016) an
annotated dataset of 115 privacy policies.
This dataset has opened up applications like Pribot, a question-answering system addressing privacy
policies (Harkous et al. 2018).
The annotation ontology was carefully designed, covering many aspects. As an example, it has a very
broad coverage of the purposes that the personal data can be used (Advertising, Analytics, Legal
requirement, Marketing, Perform service, Service operation and security, Others, Unspecified) which
are very relevant to GDPR legislation.

A more recent dataset concerns European companies (Tesfay et al. 2018), although it is much smaller
(45 privacy policies). Moreover, the annotation is shallower and only covers first-level categories (so,
a phrase can be annotated as belonging to “data collection”, but not its purpose or duration of
retention).

The existence of those data-sets reduced the urgency of D3.2, which – as mentioned – was otherwise
an unavoidable step for D3.3 and D3.4. In particular, the timeline of the different tasks changed slightly.
T3.3 - the extraction of GDPR elements - and T3.4 - the impact of multilinguality - started using those
data-set as backbone. From a preliminary analysis, it would seem that the importance of T3.1 changed
to concern itself only with the fine-tuning of those data-sets for the specific needs of SMOOTH.
However, we decided to perform a finer-grained analysis of those existing data-sets before.

a. Shortcomings & Limitations
Before using blindly the existing data-sets, we analysed them in detail and listed possible limitations
that could complicate their use when analysing privacy policies for SMOOTH. The potential limitations
are:
Analysis of privacy policies targeting the GDPR has some very specific elements which are not
addressed by current datasets. We compared the requirements of the GDPR (D2.1) with the
annotations of the two data-sets, and provide an overview in the following Table:

1

http://usableprivacy.org/

In the first place, the GDPR requires companies to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO) whose
contact details have to be provided. None of the existing data-sets provide such annotations, although
arguably this could be done with standard NLP pre-trained models (named entity recognizers). Only
OPP-115 provides a taxonomy of types of personal data, or different types of the purposes of their
processing. The GDPR is very clear that those purposes have to be specified, and provides special
provisions for so-called “sensitive data'”. Recognizing the transparency of borders on the Internet,
special care is taken in the GDPR for transfer to third countries (not in the EU). This is only very partially
covered by existing data-sets that only have labels for transfer to third parties, without special
treatment of where they operate. Art. 14 specifies information that have to be provided to the user if
personal data was not obtained directly from her. Such requirements are not covered in existing datasets

The GDPR provides a series of rights to the individual, including the right to:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

withdraw consent (Art. 7)
object, including direct marketing (Art. 21)
access (Art. 15)
rectification (Art. 16)
erasure (Art. 17)
restrict processing (Art. 18)
data portability (Recital 68)
lodge complaint (Art. 77)

OPP-115 and Tesfay et al. 2018 have only one relevant label (“User Choice”, “Control of Data”
respectively) which is very generic. None of the existing data-sets provide annotations for the special
case that the personal data is subject to automated processing. While mentioned only once (Recital
30), the GDPR states clearly that cookies can be considered as personal data as it can be used to identify
the individual. As such, it falls under the same considerations as other personal data, which is need of
explicit consent, disclosure of purpose, lifespan as well as means to opt-out in the future. OPP-115
considers cookies as one type of personal data, but only if that is present in privacy policies. More
detailed information is presented most often in a separate cookie policy, which is not considered.

Impact of multi-linguality
The European Union has 24 official languages. This becomes particularly an issue when considering
smaller companies (see next point), as most micro-enterprises only provide services in their local
language. Multilingual natural language processing is a very broad topic, and an open area of research
which is beyond the current proposal.
This might not be needed, as it could be that the formulaic legal language can be translated through
automatic translation system (trained, for instance, on the widely used EuroParl corpus. However, the
effect of a privacy law in a highly multi-lingual region like Europe makes the need much more stringent
of a data-set available in at least two languages.

Domain-shift 1: type of companies
The GDPR is a law at the EU-level, and applies to any company doing business with EU citizens. While
large, digital companies are obviously affected by that law it also affects any other business including
SMEs and micro-enterprises. In Europe, small and medium-size enterprise employ together 90 million
people, representing 2/3 of the EU-28 workforce. While Wilson at al. 2016 takes care of sampling
across different domains, all the privacy policies are from popular websites (based on their alexa.com
ranking). Similarly, Tesfay et al. 2018 selects European websites, but focuses on the 45 most accessed
websites (again, following their alexa.com ranking)

Domain-shift 2: impact of GDPR
It became obvious to any Internet user that a major modification happened in May 2018 when they
received notifications mail of updates to privacy policies of subscribed services. Nowadays, most
policies are written having in mind the new legislation. The impact of such a shift in language, with the
appearance of new terminology and more details creates a so-called domain-shift in the distribution
of the data. Current machine-learning tools are famously very sensitive to such shifts, and the impact
on applying algorithms trained on pre-GDPR data to pos-GDPR policies should at least be measured.

This analysis was presented in the following article:

Gallé, Matthias, Athena Christofi, and Hady Elsahar. "The Case for a GDPR-specific Annotated Dataset
of Privacy Policies." PAL at AAAI Spring Symposium (2019).

3 Measuring the Performance Drop due to Domain Shift
Of the four identified divergence point with existing datasets (new elements, multi-linguality, domainshift x 2) we focused specifically on the domain shifts.

The formal problem setting we encounter is to predict the performance drop of a classifier trained on
data-points obtained from a source distribution Ds , when applied to data-points drawn from a target
distribution DT.
If we would have annotated data from DT, then this could be approximated by the empirical accuracy
difference on a held-out testing data from the source domain and the test data from the target domain.
However, we are interested in the more general problem where no training data exists.
This is an endemic problem in machine learning in general, and in modern NLP in particular, as most
NLP-services have to be re-trained whenever a new use case or client appears.
We benchmarked 6 different measures which can be applied to this problem. All those measures do
not need annotated data from DT : they work by either measuring the difference in domain, or by
analysing the performance of applying a model that was trained on DS on samples from DT. The
following figures show the correlation of those 6 measures with the actual drop in performance. To
obtain it, we placed ourselves in a similar setting then we plan to use for T3.2: classification of
paragraphs. In this case, the classification is into sentiment classes and the different domains are
different products

As can be seen, there is a clear correlation between the metric and the classification drop.
Without going into the details of all the measures2, we will describe shortly PAD*, which performs the
best and was introduced by us. It consists in learning a domain classifier, based on the hidden
representation inferred by the task model:

where Gf maps the input paragraph to a hidden representation (a dense vector), Gd is the domain
classifier and 𝝴 is the error of that classifier. Modern NLP models do not only learn a mapping between
the input words and the desired output, but do so by inferring an intermediate representation of the
underlying text that consists of a dense vector lying in a real-valued space (of dimension that lies
2

Details can be found in the following paper:

“To Annotate or Not? Unsupervised Prediction of Performance Drop due to Domain Shift”. Hady Elsahar and Matthias Gallé. EMNLP 2019

typically between 50 and 2048). This representation is meant to capture task-specific features that
make a final decision easy (obtained through a linear model). PAD* uses that inferred representation
to learn a classifier that aims to discriminate between vectors representing texts from different
domains.
The advantage over other previously proposed methods (such as PAD), is that such a measure is taskspecific and less prone to co-variate shift, a shift in the prior data distribution p(x) that does however
not affect the conditional probability of belonging to a given class p(y|x). We set up an experiment
framework that allows us to test exactly such a case and it corroborates our hypothesis that PAD* is
more robust. The experimental set-up consists in learning a regressor that predicts the performance
drop given the PAD* score. This setting allows to estimate the performance drop of a pre-trained
classifier on a new domain. Our experiments on two different data-sets and different tasks (document
classification and sequence tagging, the two approaches we plan to use for SMOOTEXT) show that that
performance drop can be predicted very accurately, with an error between 1% and 3%. Of course it is
very dependent on the number of source-domains available, but as the following figure shows even
for 2 domains (our case, as we have two annotated data-sets available) that error is very low:

Application to Privacy Policies
We used both OPP-115 and PrivacyGuide as annotated data-sets, and trained classifiers in one domain,
and measuring the domain-drop when applied to the other (note that a mapping of labels had to be
done for this). To augment the number of domains we split the OPP-115 data-set into different datasets based on the company of the privacy policy.
We applied this to the data-set of downloaded privacy policies. Note that those privacy policies where
crawled after the start of the project based on a links belonging to SMEs. While we know that they are
pos-GDPR, they might not correspond exactly to the typical micro-enterprise that will use SMOOTH.
The PAD* score on this set of pos-GDPR privacy policies is of 0.29, which gives an expected
performance drop of 5%, based on the regression learnt over the following graph:

Our conclusions from this experiment are the following:
● there is a clear domain shift between the data-sets from OPP-115 and the one crawled. We
therefore believe that applying models learnt on OPP-115 as it is will result in sub-optimal
results. Of course, in addition it should be considered that there are some labels not present
in those original data-sets (see Sect 2)
● the drop in performance is not too high. This motivates us to use pre-trained models on OPP115 as starting point for the annotation campaign. Using this in conjunction with active
learning will ensure a faster rate of relevant annotations.

4 Annotation Campaign
In what follows we will detail the ongoing annotation campaign

Outcome
The desired outcome is a data-set which contains:
●
●

annotations with respect to paragraph-wide level, as for example information of all the rights
given by the GDPR
annotations at the span-level, as for example exact category of personal information that is
being used

Annotation Strategy
We decided to perform the annotations in two stages. This is in line with best practices of obtaining a
data-set with a large set of labels (>5) at the span level.
The strategy consists in first annotating at the paragraph level (coarse-grained information), and then,
in a second campaign, annotate relevant paragraphs with fine-grained information. The advantage of
this approach is that it allows the annotator to concentrate on one piece of information only, and
reduces the cognitive pressure of keeping in mind all possible span-labels that could be needed.

At each annotation session, the annotator focuses on one category/span at a time and decides whether
the paragraph belongs to the current class or what span contains the finer-grained information. Most
of the paragraphs do not belong to the current class: to avoid the cost (in time and money) of
annotating many negative examples, we use active learning strategies.
Active learning consists in allowing a model to select what samples to show to the annotator, instead
of just showing randomly (or all) samples. There exist different strategies for this, we are using a
standard one for classification and structured-sequence prediction: the selection score is proportional
to the uncertainty of the model. In binary classification, this corresponds to cases where the probability
is close to 0.5. Such a method is prone to select many solitary outliers: however, those are not so
common in the current setting.

As mentioned, to obtain annotations relevant to the GDPR legislation, existing datasets are not fully
compatible. However, there is a significant overlap, in particular with the carefully designed OPP-115
dataset. We decided therefore to map some of those annotations to our ontology (see below), and
use models trained on those mapped annotations as seed models which are then fine-tuned through
active learning on pos-GDPR privacy policies.

Annotation Tool
After a review of existing tool, we decided to use prodigy, from Explosion.AI . The criteria for the
selection was:
●
●
●

Integration with spacy, which is the NLP framework we are using
Easy integration of active learning strategies. As mentioned, this is a crucial part of our
annotation campaign
Modern interface, and pre-defined templates for our annotation strategy

At each session, the annotators focus on one category only and have to decide if a given label
belongs to that category or not. A snapshot of that interface is below:

Ontology
1. Paragraph annotation: where each paragraph is annotated as belonging to one or more
general category. Based on the requirements, the following general categories were selected:
a. information on the company: does the paragraph contain information about the
company?
b. PI category: does the paragraph contain information categories of personal data
collection?
c. PI activity: does the paragraph contain information on what happens with this
personal data?
d. PI storage: does the paragraph contain information on the storage of the personal
data?
e. Rights: does the paragraph contain information on the following rights:
i.
right to withdraw
ii.
right to object direct marketing
iii.
right to access
iv.
right to rectification
v.
right to erasure
vi.
right to restriction
vii.
right to data portability
viii.
right to lodge complaint

2. Fine-grained annotation: for some of those general categories, more fine-grained
information is needed. Those are
a. Information on the company:
i.
Name
ii.
Contact Details
iii.
Contact point for data privacy matters (eg: DPO)
b. PI category: what category is present? Those are set by the requirements of WP4:
i.
political opinion
ii.
trade union membership
iii.
religious belief
iv.
philosophical belief
v.
racial or ethnic origin
vi.
health
vii.
sexual life
viii.
criminal offences
ix.
administrative offences
x.
TIN-Tax ID number
xi.
social security number
xii.
personal unique register
xiii.
name and surname
xiv.
health card
xv.
postal address
xvi.
phone number
xvii.
signature
xviii.
image/voice
xix.
electronic signature
xx.
fingerprint
xxi.
other biometric data
c. PI activity:
i.
purpose
ii.
transfer to external parties
iii.
transfer to third countries
d. PI storage:
i.
duration

With respect to mapping from OPP-115, we used the following:

Our ontology

OPP-115 “Data practice” (highlevel category)

OPP-115 attribute (finegrained category)

PI category -> category

First Party Collection / Use
Third Party Collection / Use

Personal Information Type

PI storage -> duration

Data Retention

Retention Period

Right to Access

User Access, Edit and Deletion

Access Type = View

Right to Rectification

User Access, Edit and Deletion

Access Type = Edit Information

Right to Erasure

User Access, Edit and Deletion

Access Type = De;ete Account

Right to Data Portability

User Access, Edit and Deletion

Access Type = Export

Timeline of Campaign
Having in-domain data is a chicken-and-egg problem. In order to obtain those, beta-testers have to
provide their policies (which might not be accessible from the web). In order to on-board beta-testers
a minimal functionality has to exists.
In order to resolve this conundrum, the first annotation wave is fine-tuning OPP-115 mapped labels
onto privacy policies crawled from the web (using data from ESBA and targeted crawlers from IMDEA).
Once the privacy policies of beta-testers are uploaded they will be annotated in a second wave. Based
on our experiments so far (Sect 3) we do not expect a major drop in performance, but this will be of
course evaluated.
As of September 2019, the first part of the annotations is ongoing. Periodic snapshots of the data are
used to train models and measure the learning curve. We plan to halt those annotations when that
learning curves reaches a plateau.
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